Stephanie Ballango
Director
Consultant to Infrastructure NSW
P.O. Box R220
Royal Exchange NSW 1225

Our Ref: SSD-9835-PA-44

23/07/2021
Dear Ms Ballango
Redevelopment of Sydney Football Stadium - Stage 2 (SSD 9835)
Public Domain Plan, Condition B12
I refer to your submission dated 20 November 2020 of the Public Domain Plan under condition B12 of the
conditions of consent for the Sydney Football Stadium – Stage 2 SSD 9835. I acknowledge and thank you
for your response to the Department’s review comments and requests for additional information.
I note that the final Public Domain Plan:
 has been reviewed by the Applicant and no issued have been raised;
 contains information as required under conditions B12 and B13 of the consent; and
 has been submitted to the Planning Secretary prior to the commencement of construction of the
public domain areas within the site.
As a nominee of the Planning Secretary, I approve the final Public Domain Plan, Revision 5 dated 14 July
2021, in accordance with condition B12 of SSD 9835 subject to:
1. The final design of the artwork to be incorporated into the technical drawings under Appendix A of
the Plan and signed off by the appointed certifier.
2. The updated Public Domain Plan must be provided to the Department for information.
You are reminded to ensure that all cross references in the drawings and other documentation are
correct and up to date. Also, please ensure that the approved plan and drawing packages are placed on
the project website at the earliest convenience.
Please note that if there is any inconsistency between the approved document and the conditions of
consent, then the requirements of the conditions of consent will prevail.
If you wish to discuss this matter further, please contact Shiraz Ahmed on 9274 6534.
.
Yours sincerely

Jake Shackleton
Director – Infrastructure Management
As nominee of the Planning Secretary
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Introduction
Introduction
Stage 2 of the Sydney Football Stadium Redevelopment (SSD 9835) was approved
by the Minister for Planning and Public Spaces on 6 December 2019. The Sydney
Football Stadium Redevelopment is an Infrastructure NSW initiative to build a new
rectangular Stadium within the Moore Park Precinct. SSD 9835 provides consent for
the following works:
•

•

01 Indicative photo montage of proposed Stadium (Source: Cox Architecture
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Construction of the Stadium, including:
•

45,000 seats (additional 10,000 - person capacity in the playing field in
concert mode) in four tiers including general admission areas, members
seating and corporate I premium seating;

•

roof cover over all permanent seats and a rectangular playing pitch;

•

a mezzanine level with staff and operational areas;

•

internal pedestrian circulation zones, media facilities and other
administration areas on the seating levels;

•

a basement level (at the level of the playing pitch) accommodating
pedestrian and vehicular circulation zones, 50 car parking spaces, facilities
for teams and officials, media and broadcasting areas, storage and internal
loading areas;

•

food and drink kiosks, corporate and media facilities; and

•

four signage zones.

construction and establishment of the public domain within the site, including:
•

hard and soft landscaping works;

•

publicly accessible event and operational areas;

•

public art; and

•

provision of pedestrian and cycling facilities.

•

wayfinding signage and lighting design within the site;

•

reinstatement of the existing Moore Park Carpark 1 (MP1) upon completion
of construction works with 540 at-grade car parking spaces and vehicular
connection to the new Stadium basement level;

•

operation and use of the new Stadium and the public domain areas within the
site for a range of sporting and entertainment events; and

•

extension and augmentation of utilities and infrastructure.
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SSD 9835 Condition B12: Requirement to prepare a Public Domain Plan
Project Scope
Condition B12 of SSD 9835 (reproduced below) requires a final Public Domain Plan
to be submitted to the Planning Secretary for approval, prior to the commencement
of construction of the public domain areas within the site.
Public Domain Plan
B12. A final Public domain plan must be submitted to the Planning Secretary for
approval, prior to the commencement of construction of the public domain areas
within the site. The public domain plan must include:
(a) the details of works on the public domain areas within the site;
(b) the details of works within the external public domain areas, as defined in this
consent, including any public infrastructure works proposed;
(c) the detailed landscape plans (both for the public domain within the site and
the external public domain, if applicable) including gradients, levels, set-out,
paving, stairs, walls, lighting, wayfinding signage location, locations and species
of 120 trees and any other applicable details (noting that in the event that native
species identified on planting schedule LS03XX01 and LS02XX00 (as referenced in
condition A2) are not able to be sourced at the time of installation, any replacement
vegetation is to be Australian native species with emphasis on species that are
endemic);

Modifications
The purpose of this Public Domain Plan is to fulfil the requirements of Condition
B12.
The enclosed drawings build upon the landscape and public domain concept
submitted and approved under SSD 9835. During the SSD 9835 process
consultation was undertaken with stakeholders including City of Sydney, Randwick
and Waverley Council and the Centennial Park and Moore Park Trust. This
information is a further evolution on that. Beyond this, the project Design Integrity
Panel continued to review the developing design and provide direction as required.
As such, this Public Domain Plan and supporting appendices demonstrate the
development of the public domain and landscape architectural proposal for the
Stadium domain. They reflect a greater level of detail and documentation resulting
from co-ordination with other consultants and disciplines, site constraints, client
input and brief requirements, construction methodologies, and the statutory
requirements of SSD 9835.
ASPECT Studios are committed to great outcomes for public spaces and through a
rigorous design testing and resolution process believe that this will be achieved for
the Sydney Football Stadium.

SSD 9835 has been modified five (5) times to date. The modifications are
summarised as follows:

1. MOD 1 - Amendment to Conditions B14 and B15 relating to site contamination
and remediation
2. MOD 2 - Design, construction and operation of the Stadium Fitness Facilities,
including an expanded project development footprint
3. MOD 3 - Cold Shell Extension
4. MOD 4 - PV Cell Relocation and revised Sustainability Strategy
5. MOD 5 - Plan dates references

MOD 2 for the Stadium Fitness Facilities is the only modification comprising an
element of public domain works, primarily associated with interfaces along Driver
Avenue. Accordingly MOD 2 has been reflected throughout this Public Domain Plan
and the supporting appendices. It is worth highlighting that MOD 2 does not amend
the location or design of the site entries and circulation pathways for the main
stadium.

(d) hard and soft landscaping details;
(e) detailed planting plan including details of individual tree pits being designed as a
continuous trench to increase the available soil volume, where trees are groups or
in rows;
(f) details of proposed planters, whether at grade or on slab;
(g) details of all furniture and fixtures;
(h) landscape specification, schedules and maintenance plans;
(i) detailed design of the proposed community recreation space at the north-eastern
corner of the site;
(j) details of public art as per the final Public Art Plan;
(k) details of the security measures (such as security / boom gates) within the public
domain in the non-event days; and
(l) integration of proposed passive irrigation techniques and rainwater reuse
measures in the public domain area.

Sydney Football Stadium | B12 Public Domain Plan
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CONDITION B12 PUBLIC DOMAIN PLAN
The following table identifies where in the Public Domain Plan the requirements of
Condition B12 are addressed.
Condition
a.

b. The details of works
within the external
public domain areas, as
defined in this consent,
including any public
infrastructure works
proposed;
c.

6

Description

The details of works on Detailed landscape
the public domain areas plans and details
within the site;
attached

Detailed landscape
plans and details
attached

the detailed landscape
Detailed landscape
plans (both for
plans attached
the public domain
within the site and
the external public
domain, if applicable)
including gradients,
levels, set-out, paving,
stairs, walls, lighting,
wayfinding signage
location, locations and
species of 120 trees and
any other applicable
details (noting
that in the event
that native species
identified on planting
schedule LS03XX01
and LS02XX00 (as
referenced in condition
A2) are not able to be
sourced at the time
of installation, any
replacement vegetation
is to be Australian
native species with
emphasis on species
that are endemic);

Drawing Reference
Page 6 -43
All drawings within
documentation
package
Page 43

Condition
d. Hard and soft
landscaping details;

LS60XX01-06,

f.

LS22ZZ01-06,

Detailed planting plan
including details of
individual tree pits
being designed as a
continuous trench to
increase the available
soil volume, where
trees are groups or in
rows;

Soil and Planting plans
indicating tree pits
location attached

LS25ZZ01-06,
LS50ZZ01-04,
LS51ZZ01-04,
LS52ZZ03, LS53ZZ03

LS61XX10-61,

Condition

Description

Drawing Reference

Details of public art as
per the final Public Art
Plan;

Refer to the Public
Art Plan prepared by
Cultural Capital

Addressed through
the Public Art Plan
prepared by Cultural
Capital on behalf of
Infrastructure NSW
and approved by
the Department of
Planning, Industry
and Environment
delegate on 1 March
2021.

Details of proposed
planters, whether at
grade or on slab;

Details package
attached

Page 32
LS03XX01, LS25ZZ01,
02, 03, 04, 05, 06,

Details package
outlines detail of tree
pits

LS50ZZ03, LS51ZZ03,
LS52ZZ03, LS53ZZ03

Refer Appendix
C-Public Art Plan approved by the DPIE
1st March 2021

LS64XX01, 02
Page 18-20, 33
LS13ZZ00, LS64XX01,

LS23ZZ01-06,
LS24ZZ01-06,

j.

LS64XX01-03
e.

Page 6 -43

LS21ZZ01-06,

Drawing Reference

Details package
attached

LS62XX01-41,

LS20ZZ00, LS60XX05

LS13ZZ00, LS20ZZ00,

Description

k.

Details of the security
measures (such as
security / boom gates)
within the public
domain in the nonevent days; and

Security measures
Page 40
shown on plans to
LS20ZZ00, LS21ZZ01,
reflect advice provided
by Intelligent Risks
02, LS90XX01

l.

Integration of
proposed passive
irrigation techniques
and rainwater reuse
measures in the public
domain area.

Automatic irrigation
system utilising bore
water is proposed
for all garden beds.
Irrigation contractor
engaged to provide
further input

02
g. Details of all furniture
and fixtures;

Details package
attached

Page 21 - 31
LS63XX15 - 56

h. Landscape
specification, schedules
and maintenance plans;

Landscape technical
spec and specification
schedule attached

LS90XX01, LS91XX01

i.

Detailed landscape
plans and details
attached outlining
proposal for the
North-East corner

Page 14,15 25 -27

Detailed design of the
proposed community
recreation space at the
north-eastern corner of
the site;

LS50ZZ01, 02, 03, 04

Page 42. Technical
specification 0254
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Design Excellence
Public Domain Design Approach
The public domain and landscape design for the Stadium is the result of a rigorous,
thorough and iterative design and testing process.
A public domain vision and guiding principles were established at the
commencement of the project (following initial site investigations and understanding
of the brief). Both the vision and principles relate directly to the public experience of
the Stadium and the resulting quality of the public realm. These underpin all public
design gestures - from broad scale planning to detailed design considerations.
In designing the Stadium public domain, ASPECT have worked closely with both COX
Architecture and all other consultants to ensure a well considered and best practice
outcome is achieved.
The design has also been guided by standards and best practice documents such as
Better Placed and Greener Places (NSW Government Architects), The Green Guide
(the Department for Culture, Media and Sport, UK) and The City of Sydney Streets
Guide (City of Sydney) and Public Domain technical specification (City of Sydney).

Public Domain Vision
The Sydney Football Stadium will contribute and complement the rich fabric
of public spaces found in the Moore Park and Paddington precincts. It will be
embedded into its surrounding context, stitching together neighbourhood precincts
to ground the Stadium in place - physically, culturally and historically.

03 Prince Alfred Park, Sydney

04 North Terrace Development, Adelaide

The Sydney Football Stadium public domain will feel public - as an extension of
the adjacent streets, pathways and parks. It will be relatable and human in scale;
attractive, inviting, flexible and comfortable to inhabit; and a place that people want
to be both on event days and non-event days.
Places surrounding the Stadium will be vibrant and varied, leveraging the immense
popularity of the site during events to promote the Stadium as a high quality and
engaging public place to visit at all times.

02 Hoekenrodeplein, Amsterdam
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Public Domain Principles
The following three key principles have guided and informed the
design process and decisions through out the project, all the
way back to the reference design phase.

A STADIUM SURROUNDED BY A PARK

1.

A Green Public Domain
2.

3.

8

CONNECTED TO CONTEXT

1.

Increased environmental benefits

Connecting communities and transport
2.

New Public Places
3.

Intuitive way finding

Consistent and complementary materiality

NEW ACTIVE PLACES

1.

Provision of equitable spaces for all

2.
3.

Create usable community spaces
A place that is inherently public

Sydney Football Stadium | B12 Public Domain Plan

Public Domain Illustrative Master Plan

05 Public Domain Illustrative Master Plan
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New Active Spaces - Activity and Program
The public domain of the Stadium functions as an extension of the surrounding
public space of Moore Park and Moore Park Road - Paddington. By removing all
boundary fences and providing accessible connections, pedestrian movement into
the site has been significantly improved. The Stadium site will function as a desirable
platform for public life and activity year round.

DAMUN
PLACE

The proposed public domain of the Stadium includes the creation of three key
gathering places and the Stadium Fitness Facilities linked by a public concourse.
The places have a distinct identity and relate to the pedestrian entry points to the
Stadium. Place names relate to the identity, historic and geographic context of each
space and have been selected from various name options explored in the Signage
and Wayfinding Strategy.
The generous concourse and gathering places have been designed to
accommodate large volumes of people and crowd control measures in accordance
with the ‘Guide to Safety at Sports Grounds’ (Green Guide). An overview of each space
is outlined over the following pages.

BUSBY’S
CORNER

SHERIDAN
STAIRS
STADIUM
FITNESS
FACILITIES

06 Key Plan - Stadium active places

10
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Sheridan Stairs
Facing on to Moore Park and Driver Avenue, Sheridan Stairs are the primary entry to
the site. The steps navigate a level change between Driver Avenue, Moore Park and
the Stadium, while providing a grand arrival gesture.
The stairs provide access to the Stadium’s front door as well as offering a place to
sit, occupy and exercise. They provide vistas towards Moore Park and Kippax Lake.
The design of the Sheridan Stairs includes:
•

Three flights of stair are divided to provide a human scale experience. Two
access stairs orientated to respond to desire lines toward the Stadium.

•

Planting and trees throughout the central section of the space which is
complemented by generous seated terraces and a secondary movement path.

•

Brick wall abutments to form a distinct site gateway. Planting at the upper level
will cascade down these walls to emphasise the greening of the site.

•

A belvedere lookout oriented towards Moore Park and Kippax Lake to promote
visual and physical connections to key places. This area accommodates the
passenger lift.

A

A

Refer to SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS20ZZ00, SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS51ZZ01, 02, 03, 04 & SFS-ASP00-DR-LS40ZZ01, 02, SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS22ZZ05, 06, & SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS13ZZ00.

07 Sheridan Stairs
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Design Considerations

Sheridan Stairs, seating and planting Terrace

Concourse

Driver Avenue Entry

08 Section AA - Sheridan Stairs

Stadium

The Goods Line, Ultimo

• 5.5m level change rom top of timber
ampitheatre to street level over 15.5m

11 Terraced landscape planting

12 Seating terraces integrated with stairs

13 Seating terraces integrated with stairs

9m

12
600

300

2700

6.5m
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2400

600

2700

TACTILES

300

300
60

04

TACTILES

03
0

60

RL 8.000-8.200
▼ (VARIES)

1:100 fall
PCS05

900

900

900

900

900

900

900
TI1

LA92545

1000

10 Folding brick forms at entry

VARIES

09 Existing brick wall - Driver Avenue

Damun Place
The north west corner of the site is marked by a significant existing fig tree at the
termination of Oatley Road. The Australian Rugby Union Building opens on to the
space providing activity and animation for the space.

B

The Stadium store and a bar (open during event days only) will further activate
Damun Place by providing outward facing commercial frontages.
A generously sized public domain will allow breakout activation from these spaces to
influence the public domain quality.
The design of Damun Place includes:
•

Grid planting of trees to green the concourse.

•

Reinforcing the existing language of marking site entrances with fig trees by
planting figs adjacent to the Australian Rugby Union Building.

•

Two generous timber decks under the existing fig, creating a shady place to sit
comfortably while allowing users to enjoy the fig canopy.

•

Reinstatement of sports sculptures.

•

Provision of five service zones to promote and facilitate activation.

•

Incorporation of the immersive soundscape public art work at Tree 125
(Moreton Bay Fig) as described in Section 2.6.3 of the Public Art Plan (Appendix
C).

Refer to SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS20ZZ00, SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS23ZZ01, SFS-ASP-00-DRLS21ZZ01, SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS22ZZ01, SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS25ZZ0, SFS-ASP-00-DRLS52ZZ03, SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS53ZZ03, SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS24ZZ0, & SFS-ASP-00-DRLS13ZZ00.

B

14 Damun Place
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SITE BOUNDARY

Damun Place with Garden Bed

Concourse

Stadium

15 Section BB - Damun Place

16 Sculpture plinth to be utilised for seating and Hostile
Vehicle Mitigation
14

17 Generous deck under existing fig tree

18 Engineered furniture for amenity and Hostile Vehicle
Mitigation

19 Grove of trees to mark Stadium entry
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Busby’s Corner

Located within close proximity to the heart of Paddington, the north east
entry to the site offers community amenity and places for gathering. The
State Heritage Registered Busby’s Bore is located within Busby’s Corner
giving its name to this area of the site.
This entry point is marked by an existing fig tree, consistent with the
established language of Figs and tree planting at key site entries.
Stepped, multifunctional play and recreation platforms run to the east
of the concourse towards the eastern atrium guiding patrons along the
concourse and providing opportunities to stop and gather.

C

An accessible connection is provided from Moore Park Road to the site
entry, connecting to the activity platforms at select locations.
The platforms are designed to accommodate a large flow of pedestrians
when needed, but also to be used as a flexible platform for pop ups and
other uses during event days.
•

Fitness equipment that provides amenity for the local community day to day.

•

Integrated play including a basketball ‘tree’ with shooting hoops.

•

Tree planting to create a pleasant and welcoming space to spend time.

•

Benches, seating walls and terraces for amenity.

•

Six service zones to promote and facilitate activation

•

Heritage interpretation of the Busby’s Bore shaft as recommended by the
approved Public Art Plan and Heritage Interpretation Plan provided at Appendix
C and Appendix D respectively.

•

Paving inlay designed to identify the route of Busby’s Bore which runs through
the north-east section of the site to implement the approved Heritage
Interpretation Plan (provided at Appendix D) which states “The route of Busby’s
Bore runs through the north-east section of the site. This would be shown in
the ground plane by contrasting paving inlay, contrasted by either colour or
texture. The width of the paving inlay would be 1.2 to 1.5 metres, the recorded
width of the underground tunnel and would extend throughout the paved area.
This inlay would work in tandem with an interpretive panel to further interpret
the history and archaeological investigations of Busby’s Bore”.

•

Identification of Bore Shaft No.9 and 10 through the use of paver infill pit
covers, compliant with Sydney Water and Ausgrid requirements, which
will be engraved with Well shaft of Busby’s Bore, 1837 consistent with the
recommendations of the Heritage Interpretation Plan (Appendix D) as well as
interpretative text as per Section 2.4 of the approved Public Art Plan provided
at Appendix C.

•

Incorporation of the following public art works as identified in the approved
Public Art Plan provided at Appendix C:
•

Ground plane etching and projection (Section 2.6.1 of the Public Art Plan)

•

Meeting place sculpture (Section 2.6.2 of the Public Art Plan)

•

Artist-designed basketball court (Section 2.6.4 of the Public Art Plan)

C

The design of Busby’s Corner includes:

Refer to SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS20ZZ00, SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS50ZZ01, 02, 03, 04 & SFS-ASP00-DR-LS40ZZ01, 02, SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS22ZZ02, 03, SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS40ZZ04, 06,
07 & SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS13ZZ00.

20 Busby’s Corner
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SITE BOUNDARY

Concourse

Sport and Play Precinct

21 Section CC - Busby’s Corner

22 Graphic treatment to ground plane

16

26 Fence and screening to tie in to structure
and space design

23 Basketball ‘Tree’ Sculpture

24 Playful Furniture

25 Integrated exercise equipment
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Stadium Fitness Facilities
The Stadium Fitness Facilities have been discretely integrated to the south west of
the Stadium. The Stadium Fitness Facilities are to be partially located underneath
the western concourse with a low level pavilion building, swimming pools and
cabanas located behind the southern entry abutment wall at the primary site entry
at Driver Avenue.
Landscaping within the Stadium Fitness Facilities is predominately private domain
accessible by members and their guests only and includes:
•

Level 0 - outdoor cafe, pool deck and cabana landscape

•

Level 1 - Planting to abutment walls and the addition of 3 x sky lights

•

Level 2 - Planting to external roof area

•

Level 3 - Planting to external roof area

Elements of the Stadium Fitness Facilities within the public domain responds to the
public domain character and quality of the stadium while creating a unique internal
environment for the patrons of the Stadium Fitness Facilities.
The landscape design references the endemic and native vegetation character,
materials and finishes of the local context while adding a degree of luxury and
escape within the Stadium Fitness Facilities.
The Stadium Fitness Facilities may be viewed upon from the Stadium and as such
utilises soft landscape and built elements to create a desirable outlook whilst
maintaining privacy.
The Stadium Fitness Facilities will feel inherently connected to the Stadium as well as
embodying a sense of enclosure and respite.
Refer to SFS-ASP-02-DR-LS10ZZ00, SFS-ASP-02-DR-LS23L001, SFS-ASP-02-DRLS23L002, SFS-ASP-02-DR-LS23L003, SFS-ASP-02-DR-LS23L004, SFS-ASP-02-DRLS23L100, SFS-ASP-02-DR-LS23L200, SFS-ASP-02-DR-LS23L300 for details of the
proposed landscaping and public domain works associated with the Stadium
Fitness Facilities.
The following pages describe the landscaping elements within the private domain
of the Stadium Fitness Facilities that will be accessible by members and their guests
only. The information is provided for information only.

27 Stadium Fitness Facilities
Sydney Football Stadium | B12 Public Domain Plan
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P O O L D E C K + C A BA N AS

OUTDOOR CAFE

The pool deck and cabana zone aims to create a sense of luxury and escape for the
Stadium Fitness Facilities. Through use of planting and thoughtful furniture, a sense
of relaxation and retreat will be achieved.
Large format stone or precast concrete unit pavers will be utilised, connecting to the
materials of the outdoor cafe and Stadium Fitness Facilities beyond. Timber decking
is proposed within the cabana area to soften the edge of the space.
Mass planting in fixed planter beds located on the edge of the cabanas allow the
opportunity to create a planted privacy buffer and climbing plants to be trained to
the cabana structure.
The cabana space will be flexible in their design to allow for sun lounges, couches or
tables, chairs and umbrellas

The outdoor cafe area is an external extension of the Stadium Fitness Facilities.
Fixed planter boxes and furniture elements will provide structure to the space with
movable pots and furniture utilised to introduce a degree of flexibility to the spaces.
Small format stone or concrete pavers will complement the adjacent pool deck
materiality.
The planting character within the cafe zone will complement the resort like character
of the pool deck palette.

29 Outdoor Cafe furniture and surrounding planting character

R O O F & T E R R AC E S
The level 2 &3 roof landscape is primarily a planting design consisting of a diverse,
predominantly native plant mix to the extent of the roof. The planting aims to
provide visual interest to those utilising the roof, while not obstructing views to the
spaces beyond.
An extensive roof garden is proposed to the shelter within this space to minimise the
visual impact when looking towards the Stadium Fitness Facilities.

28 Pool deck and cabana structure and furniture with lush planting

18

30 Low maintenance lush roof planting

31 Artists’ Impression of the Stadium Fitness Facilities by COX
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Hardworks
Material Selection
The material palette for the public domain complements the built form and
architectural materials and finishes palette while reflecting the qualities of the
adjacent local precincts for context. This results in a palette which is predominantly
warm tones, thereby creating welcoming and inviting spaces.
The ground plane of the external concourse utilises unit paving with rich aggregate.
A ‘special paving mix’ will mark the key site entries and active gathering spaces
and will run into the main Stadium entries to provide a ‘front door’ treatment.
Transitional and minor concourse spaces will be paved with one of two simpler
mixes in the same tones. The use of simpler mixes will provide visual interest
and differentiate between primary and second circulation paths as an intuitive
wayfinding mechanism.
In addition, a public art work in the form of a ground plane etching will be
incorporated into the paving. At the time of writing, the exact artwork location and
pattern were still undergoing evaluation by the Public Art Panel however details of
the concept are described in Section 2.6.1 of the approved Public Art Plan (Appendix
C) and the approved Heritage Interpretation Plan (Appendix D). The final design
when commissioned will be incorporated into the technical drawings provided at
Appendix A and signed off by the appointed certifier.
Brick walls mark the primary site entries. The selection of brick for these entries
draws on the brick materiality of the walls throughout the Moore Park Precinct
framing the SCG, EQ, Fox Studios and the SCG historic buildings. Supplementary
steel work such as walls and edges will be a bronze tone to beautifully contrast with
the rich planting palette of the site.
All fixtures and fittings will be a deep grey to recede visually. Hightouch areas such
as bike hoops and handrails will be stainless steel.
Overall materials have been selected for comfort and amenity as well as to promote
and celebrate the human scale next to the Stadium building.

32 Public Domain Palette

Refer to S18030_LS-001_Landscape_Selections_Schedule, SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS60XX02.

33 Architecture Palette
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Ground Plane

TRANSITION SPACES

MARK KEY STADIUM ENTRY POINTS

MIX 2.1

Mix of 4 unit colours
20

MINOR CONCOURSE SPACES

MIX 2.2

Mix of 3 Unit colours

MIX 2.3

Mix of 2 unit colours
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Walls
Both Brick and steel walls are proposed throughout the public and Stadium
domain. Brick walls mark the primary site entries and represent the precinct brick
walls folding into the site. The walls are raked to reduce their scale and the brick
bonding adds texture, pattern and articulation to their overall form. Steel walls are
predominantly proposed in the transitional spaces and will be a bronze tone to
match the warm metals of the Stadium facade.
For further information refer to SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS61XX10, 12, 20-30, 33, 35, 37, 39,
41, 43, 45, 47, 48 & SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS58ZZ01, 02, 03, 05.

Brick Walls

Steel Walls
Sydney Football Stadium | B12 Public Domain Plan
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Brick Walls
•

Human Scale

•

Buildability

•

Accommodation / uses within the abutments

•

Materiality appropriate within its context

34 Wall Type 4

35 Wall Type 5
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Driver Avenue Brick Walls
The Stadium Fitness Facilities sits to the north of the Gate A entrance to the SCG at
the end the existing brick wall. This brick wall has been modified over time but still
reflects the strong identity of Driver Avenue. This wall has bays that match the
Width and height of the existing bays and has been detailed with a simple,
contemporary arrangement of recessed piers and stack bond coursing.
The Stadium Fitness Facilities facade to Driver Avenue restores this identity by
rebuilding a new brick wall designed to respect the original pier and bay form.

36 Photo of existing brick wall along Driver Avenue

The relocation of the Arthur Morris Gates allows for a separation between the
old and new walls to ensure the clarity of the existing wall and the new wall
constructions are honoured.

Elevations
The Driver Avenue streetscape has been considered so that the Stadium Fitness
Facilities does not over power the buttress forms and the main entrance to the
Stadium steps.
The new brick wall facade matches the height and rhythm of the existing wall and
sensitively relates to the brick buttress. The new brick wall matches the height and
‘rhythm’ of the existing wall whilst not replicating the heritage detail. The brick colour
will aim to match the existing wall but the detailing is simpler and inverts the piers to
reflect the language of the Stadium of recessed panel junctions.

37 Existing Wall (left) New Brick Wall (right) at Driver Avenue

Heritage and Archaeology
The Stadium Fitness Facilities have been designed to integrate into the approved
form of the Stadium, and to be discretely integrated to the southwest of the
approved new Stadium fronting Driver Avenue. The form integrates with the
southern Sydney Football Stadium Redevelopment buttress and interfaces with the
Driver Avenue existing boundary brick wall which is a recognisable feature of the
Driver Avenue streetscape.
The design has sought to strike a balance between retaining as much of the existing
brick wall and sensitively reinterpreting the wall, which facilitates an appropriate
integration of the Stadium Fitness Facilities into the wider design and character
of the Stadium and within the wider SFS/SCG heritage precinct. The Arthur Morris
Gates provide as the physical break and transition between the existing wall
proposed to be retained and the new sections to be constructed as part of the
Stadium Fitness Facilities proposal. As identified by Curio Projects, the wall itself is
not individually listed as a heritage item and is considered to have more heritage
significance for its form, general alignment (defining the SFS/SCG site boundary) and
red brick materiality, over the independent significance of its fabric.
For further information refer to SFS-COX-02-DR-AR53XX05,AR62XX08.
Reference to SSD9835 MOD2 RtS Appendix A from COX Architects (approved December
2020)

38 Western facade at Driver Avenue
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Steel Walls
•

Define edge of the external concourse

•

Low height

39 Wall Type 7 - Damun Place

40 Wall Type 7 - Sheridan Stairs
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Furniture
Amenity
Pedestrian and user amenity are a core consideration for the Stadium. A robust and
distinct suite of furniture weave their way around the site. These include:
•

Free standing benches in a loose arrangement around the concourse to
maximise opportunities to sit and gather.

•

The raised edge to fig tree surrounds integrates a generous deck with a
reclined backrest which will allow users to enjoy views of the grand tree canopy
and Stadium.

•

Generously sized concrete seats run along raised planted edges and provide
opportunity to perch and occupy as patrons move around the concourse.

•

Seating terraces have been incorporated adjacent to stairs where possible.
The Sheridan Stairs Terraces allow patrons to sit amongst planting and trees
promoting the connection to Moore Park and Driver Avenue.

For further information refer to SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS20ZZ00, SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS21ZZ01
- 06, SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS50ZZ01, SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS51ZZ01 & SFS-ASP-00-DRLS63XX15 - 23, 25 -29.

Steel Seating Element
Concrete Seats
Timber Deck
Free standing precast bench with Timber
Terrace Seating Stairs

41 Public Domain Amenity
Sydney Football Stadium | B12 Public Domain Plan
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Free Standing Precast Bench with Timber
•

Pre-cast concrete with sand blasted finish to reveal aggregate texture

•

Hardwood timber battens on seat

•

50% provision with integrate timber back rest and steel arm rest

•

Modular unit that can be configured in different arrangements.

•

Aligning & rotating single modules to create long benches.

•

Art opportunities for inlays have been provided to the precast Bench type 3.5,
refer to landscape documentation.

Pre-cast Bench with Timber inlay

26

Pre-cast Bench with Timber inlay - Double Module
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Timber Decks
•

Hardwood Timber Deck positioned beneath existing Fig Tree
(125) and under a proposed fig tree near The Australian Rugby
Union Building

•

Insitu concrete seating edge fronting concourse

•

Timber back rest to allow reclining, to provide a place of
relaxation and respite

•

Sensitively navigate the existing tree roots with minimal impact.
Deck footings to be determined on site in consultation with an
Arborist.

Sydney Football Stadium | B12 Public Domain Plan
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Concrete Seat

Terrace Seating Stairs

•

Insitu concrete

•

Insitu concrete seating terraces provide a place to sit, occupy and exercise

•

Garden Wall to provide low back rest

•

•

Heavy sand blasted finish

Located at the Driver Ave site entry and within Busby’s Corner. They elevate
the amenity and provide a place of respite.

•

Provide amenity at the edge of concourse

28
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Steel Seating Element
•

Located within the Busby’s Corner, the benches provide seating amenity along
with fitness opportunities

•

Perforated Steel, powder coated with vibrant colour to match graphic of the
sports surface.

•

Surface mounted

Sydney Football Stadium | B12 Public Domain Plan
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Fixtures
Fitness Equipment
North Busby’s Corner - Refer to SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS63XX41 - 44.

1. Rings and Pullup Bars

2. Dip Posts

3. Incline Bench Station

4. Push Up Bars

5. Stepping Logs

6. Balance Beam
1.

2.

3.

4.
7.
5.

6.

7. Dual function - Seating & Plyometric blocks

30
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South Busby’s Corner - Refer to SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS63XX40 - 47.

1.

2. Seating Element

1. Basketball Tree

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

3. Parallel Bars
Sydney Football Stadium | B12 Public Domain Plan

4. Decline Bench

5. Multi Net

6. Overhead ladder
31

Balustrade & Windscreen
Balustrades and steel structures are proposed around the public domain to ensure
compliant edge treatments exist wherever required. The windscreen will form a
canvas for Public Art, as per the approved Public Art Plan section 2.6.6.
For further information refer to SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS63XX30 - 34, 35 - 37.

Balustrade

Steel Structure

Wind Screen

42 Balustrades and Windscreens around the precinct
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Fixtures
A robust selection of fixtures are proposed around the site. For further information
refer to SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS63XX50, 51, SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS62XX01, 30 & S18030_LS001.

Bike hoop

Water Fountains

Handrail

Bollards (various)

43 Fixtures within the precinct
Sydney Football Stadium | B12 Public Domain Plan
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Relocated Sports Sculptures
A strategy for the reinstatement of the existing bronze sports sculptures was
developed with input from various stakeholders. Finalised locations were selected to
be presented around the concourse.
In addition, SCSGT (now Venues NSW) has an existing heritage program (established
well before the Sydney Football Stadium Redevelopment) which recognises key
sportspeople and sporting moments connected to the Sydney Football Stadium. The
program includes:
•

The SCSGT recognition program (life membership, naming of facilities, plaques);

•

The SCSGT heritage interpretation program (Walk of Honour, SCG Museum);

•

Indigenous-themed matches and events, such as the Marn Grook Cup in AFL or
the NRL’s Indigenous Round; and

•

Items held in the nearby SCG Museum’s collection’.

5

The program is an initiative that is independent of the Sydney Football Stadium
Redevelopment project and it is in addition to the public art opportunities identified
within this document and the approved Public Art Plan. The heritage program is
midway through a consultation phase with its home teams and codes to propose
new additions to various categories of recognition, including the SCG Walk of
Honour. This process is undertaken on a regular basis and provides additional
future opportunities to nominate individuals and events to be acknowledged. Any
future nominations for the SCG Walk of Honour would be subject to the SCSGT’s
nomination, assessment and procurement processes and is an additional initiative
that is above and beyond the scope of this Public Domain Plan and the approved
Public Art Plan.

4

6

7

3

Refer to SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS21ZZ01 - 06, SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS51ZZ01 & SFS-ASP-00-DRLS63XX38.

1
2

1

2

5

3

6

4

7

44 Reinstated Sports Sculptures within the precinct
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Marlene Matthews
Betty Cuthbert
Dally Messenger
Reg Gasnier
Ken Catchpole
Trevor Allen
Johnny Warren
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Lighting
The lighting palette utilises a variety of lighting types, to create both well lit and
atmospheric places that will meet statutory and regulatory standards for safety.
The lighting pole selection will have a double head limit clutter and will relate to the
established SCG palette. Feature lighting is proposed to highlight landscape features
such as trees and statues and assist with indicative wayfinding. Further to this, an
immersive work with lighting is proposed for Tree 125, as identified in Section 2.6.3
of the approved Public Art Plan (Appendix C).

*
* X*

*
*

*

*

*

*

X

*

* * *
* *

*

Refer to SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS21ZZ01 - 06, SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS50ZZ01 and SFS-ASP-00DR-LS51ZZ01 and lighting designers’ documentation.
X

*
*
*
*
* *
*
*

X

X

* * *
* *
*

*

*

* *

*

X

45 LED feature lighting

46 Proposed Lighting head selection

* * *
** *

*

** * *

*
*
*

*

*

*

*

*
*

*

X

*

*
*

*

*
*

*

*

*
*

LEGEND:

*

* Priority 1B: Up lighting to Trees
Priority 1A: Up lighting to Trees

* * *
*

*

*

Priority 2: Up lighting to Trees
LED Strip lighting
LED lighting in Handrails
Post Top Lights

X Lighting to Bronze Sculptures

47 Uplights to trees
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48 Existing SCG Lighting Poles

49 Lighting proposals within the Public Domain
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Soil
Deep soil zones wrap around the northern half of the Stadium and planters on slab
predominantly in the south west.
Here the planting is situated over the proposed basement of the Stadium and
existing basement of the SCG. Where trees sit within hardscape, soil cells are
proposed to offer the best condition for trees to flourish. Soil cells will have
continuous groups of trees planted within. Planters on slab have set-downs to
provide sufficient soil volumes for the proposed tree species in accordance with the
Landscape Code Volume 2 (City of Sydney).
Refer to SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS13ZZ00 & SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS64XX01, 02.

50 Soil depths and provision
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Softworks
Tree Replacement
SSD 9835 requires a total of 120 new trees to be planted across the site, comprising
117 trees within the Stadium and 3 trees to be planted as part of the Stadium
Fitness Facilities.
New trees to be planted as part of the project are required to be primarily native
Australian species, and consequently many of the selected species are endemic to
the Eastern Suburbs Banksia scrub.
The feature Ficus rubiginosa (Port Jackson Fig) located at the Driver Avenue entry
and north west Moore Park Road entry will complement the two retained Fig trees,
reinforcing the established language of fig trees planted at site entries. The Stadium
entries are further defined by the feature Corymbia citriodora (Lemon Scented
Gum), which offer the opportunity to provide a consistent sculptural element to
each entry.
The Sheridan Stairs feature tall trunked Corymbia maculata (Spotted Gum) which
frame views to Kippax Lake. Cupaniopsis anacardioides will be used as a feature
edge tree, with the Corymbia maculata also featured in the surrounding concourse,
planted in a grid formation.
The lush Flindersia australis (Crows Ash) will provide an evergreen edge to the
Stadium surrounds, with Elaeocarpus reticulatus (Blueberry Ash) as a feature
evergreen tree.
Deciduous Acer freemanii ‘Jeffersred’ (Autumn Blaze Maple) is the only exotic tree
species proposed and will provide seasonal interest and colour variation, allowing
for summer shade and winter sunshine to the community sports precinct in the
north east.
Throughout the site, flowering or fruiting trees are to be planted to attract Grey
Headed flying fox species.
Tree 231a Hills Weeping Fig at the north west entry and Tree 125 Tree a Moreton
Bay Fig at the north east corner of the site are existing trees which will be retained.
The landscaping and public domain treatments around Tree 125 aim to improve
existing conditions around Tree 125 by increasing the permeability of the ground
surface and sensitively navigating the existing tree roots with minimal impact. This
includes designing and locating the proposed deck footings in consultation with the
appointed project arborist.

For further information refer to SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS03XX01, SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS25ZZ01
- 06, SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS50ZZ03, SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS51ZZ03, SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS52ZZ03
& SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS53ZZ03, SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS64XX01, 02, 03. SFS-ASP-02-DRLS02XX01, SFS-ASP-02-DR-LS23L003, SFS-ASP-02-DR-LS23L004, SFS-ASP-02-DRLS23L100, SFS-ASP-02-DR-LS23L200, SFS-ASP-02-DR-LS23L300

51 Proposed Tree Plan
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Afj
Bi

Botanical Name

Common Name

Acer freemanii ‘JeffersRed’

Jeffers Red

Banksia integrifolia

Coast Banksia

Can

Cupaniopsis anacardioides

Tuckeroo

Cci

Corymbia citriodora

Cm

Mature
Height

QTY

13m

10

6m

11

8-15m

9

Lemon Scented Gum

30m

5

Corymbia maculata

Spotted Gum

30m

45

Fa

Flindersia australis

Crows Ash

8-12m

35

Fr

Ficus rubiginosa

Port Jackson Fig

20m

2

La

Livistona australis

Cabbage Tree Palm

25m

3

F E AT U R E T R E E S

Proposed Tree Schedule

Corymbia citriodora

Ficus rubiginosa

Corymbia citriodora

E N T RY T R E E S

Total 120 proposed trees

Corymbia maculata

EDGE TREES
Flindersia australis

38

Acer x freemanii ‘Jeffersred’

STA D I U M F I T N E S S FAC I L I T I E S

Cupaniopsis anacardioides

Banksia integrifolia

Livistona australis
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Planting Strategy
A detailed mass planting strategy has been established for the site, which defines
varied plant mixes for the differing conditions or character of the new public
domain. In total, eight (8) mass planting locations will be provided across the site,
six (6) of which are associated with the main Stadium and two (2) of which are
associated with the Stadium Fitness Facilities. The details of each mass planting
section are outlined over the following pages.
The conditions of SSD 9835 mandate that where native species cannot be sourced
at the time of installation, any replacement vegetation is to be Australian native
species with emphasis on species that are endemic. Accordingly, the selected mass
planting species are predominantly Australian native species and, where possible,
endemic to the Sydney Basin. Some exotic speices have been proposed due to the
environment conditions and to ensure the health and rigorous of all planted species
to the duration of life. This is proposed predominately in the heavily shade area
during most of the day.
In the event that native species are not available at time of planting and delivery that
the native species identified on planting schedule SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS03XX01 & SFSASP-02-LS02XX01, as referenced in condition A2, any replacement of vegetation will
be Australian native species with emphasis on species that are endemic.
To promote biodiversity a rich, diverse understorey plant selection will support
insects and other small terrestrial animals.
Low water use and hardy species have been selected where possible to reduce the
demand for water use and irrigation. All planting beds will be irrigated as per the
project brief which requires use of bore water for landscape irrigation.

For further information refer to SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS03XX01, SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS25ZZ01
- 06, SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS50ZZ03, SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS51ZZ03, SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS52ZZ03
& SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS53ZZ03. SFS-ASP-02-DR-LS02XX01, SFS-ASP-02-DR-LS23L003,
SFS-ASP-02-DR-LS23L004, SFS-ASP-02-DR-LS23L100, SFS-ASP-02-DR-LS23L200,
SFSASP-02-DR-LS23L300.

52 Mass planting strategy
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•

Dianella careulea

•

Doryanthes excelsa

•

Callistemon ‘White Anzac‘

•

Westringia ‘Zena’

•

Correa reflexa

•

Grevillea lanigera “Mt Tamboritha’

•

Eremophila glabra

•

Anigozanthos ‘Red Endeavour’

•

Lomandra ‘Katie’s Bells’

•

Lomandra ‘katie bells’

•

Philotheca myoporoides ‘Profusion’

•

Carpobrotus glaucescens *

•

Darwinia fascicularis ‘Seaspray’

•

Hardenbergia violacea #

•

Grevillea ‘Poorinda Royal Mantle‘

•

Brachyscome multifida

CASCADE

CASCADE

FILLER

FILLER

ST R U CT U R E

Mass planting to the Sheridan Stairs
frame and enhance views to Kippax
Lake. The mass planting bleeds into
the seating terraces softening the
edges to these significant stairs. A
mixture of native and exotic species
in warm tones contrast to the use
of silver plants. Foliage ranges in
size and texture, with cascading
groundcovers.

•

Carpobrotus glaucescens *

•

Dichondra repens ‘Silver Falls *

•

Grevillea ‘Poorinda Royal Mantle’

•

Aloe ‘Moonglow’ *

•

Hardenbergia violacea #

•

Senecio serpens *

•

Westringia mundi

•

Grevillea juniperina ‘Gold Cluster’

•

Myoporum parvifolium ‘Yareena’

•

Banksia serrata’

•

Ficinia nodosa

•

Correa alba

F E AT U R E

Callistemon ‘Little John’

ST R U CT U R E

•

F E AT U R E

The custom feature bench seating is
framed with mounded mass planting
providing a sense of protection
from Moore Park Road. Native and
endemic species from the Eastern
Suburbs Banksia Scrub include
clusters of low shrubs infilled with
grasses and groundcovers.

All plants native except for species nominated with * nominating exotic
# Plant specie part of Eastern Suburbs Banksia Scrub
40
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Darwinia fascicularis
‘Seaspray’

•

Actinotus helianthii

•

Eriostemon australasius

•

Lomandra longifolia
‘Tanika’

•

Banksia ‘Little Eric’

Myoporum parvifolium
‘Yareena’

•

Westringia ‘Zena’

•

Dianella careulea

•

Lomandra ‘Katie Bells’

•

Ficus pumila*

•

Philotheca myoporoides
‘Profusion’

•

Liriope muscari

•

Dianella ‘Blue Stream’

•

Dianella revoluta #

•

Westringia ‘Mundi’

•

Myoporum parvifolium ‘Yareena’

•

Westringia ‘Zena’

•

Dianella careulea

•

Carissa ‘Emerald Star’*

•

Dianella revoluta

The existing Fig trees are being retained and protected by limiting any use within
their root zones. Sprawling groundcovers will provide extensive green ground
cover with minimal impact on the existing roots.

•

Trachelospermum jasminoides

•

Muehlenbeckia complexa *

•

Kennedia rubicunda *

FILLER

FILLER

ST R U CT U R E

F E AT U R E

•

Feature tree pits consist of low
evergreen shrubs, grasses and
groundcovers.

ST R U CT U R E

•

FILLER

A consistent green edge of mass planting wraps
around the Stadium landscape domain of native and
endemic species to the Eastern Suburbs Banksia
Scrub. Species include a mixture of colours, foliage
textures, forms and complement the various trees.

All plants native except for species nominated with * nominating exotic
# Plant specie part of Eastern Suburbs Banksia Scrub

Sydney Football Stadium | B12 Public Domain Plan
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Trachelospermum jasminoides*

•

Viola hederacea

•

Hibbertia scandens*

•

Dichondra repens

•

Cissus antarica

•

Dichorisandra thyrsiflora *

•

Philodendron ‘Xanadu’

•

Asplenium australasicum

•

Carissa ‘Emerald Star’*

Mass planting to the roof provide foreground
greening to the park beyond, while framing the
adjacent spaces. A mixture of native and exotic
species in warm tones contrast to the use of
silver plants. Foliage ranges in size and texture,
with cascading ground covers.

ST R U CT U R E

CASCADE

F E AT U R E

CASCADE
FILLER

•
•
•
•
•

Strelizia nicolai*
Strelizia reginae
Trachelospermum jasminoides*
Hibbertia scandens*
Philodendron ‘Xanadu’

•
•
•
•
•

Carpobrotus glaucescens
Hardenbergia violacea #
Westringia mundi
Myoporum parvifolium
‘Yareena’
Ficinia nodosa

•
•
•
•

Correa alba
Dichondra repens ‘Silver Falls
Senecio serpens *
Grevillea juniperina ‘Gold
Cluster’

•

Banksia serrata’

FILLER

•

The proposed pool deck planting will be resort like in
character to differentiate the Stadium Fitness Facilities from
the Stadium. The foliage will be deep green with feature
flowers to add visual interest at varying times during the
year

ST R U CT U R E

Arthropodium cirratum*

FILLER

•

F E AT U R E

Doodia aspera

C AS C A D E

•

F E AT U R E

The shady southern edge of the
Stadium features a palette of lush
rainforest species. Raised mass
planting beds will feature large
ferns and cascading plant species
trailing down the surrounding walls
providing a green vertical edge.

All plants native except for species nominated with * nominating exotic
# Plant specie part of Eastern Suburbs Banksia Scrub
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Access
By raising the concourse to meet Moore Park Road level, a continuous public
concourse surrounding the Stadium has been created. This is DDA compliant with
gradient 1:14 at the steepest. Flush connections have been created into the site
along Moore Park Road except where the road’s level rises up steeply in the northeast corner and steps have been proposed.
A formal drop off/pick up bay within the MP1 car park and enhanced pedestrian
connection will provide a clear accessible route to the Sheridan Stairs where two
elevators are located to mitigate the level change between Driver Avenue and Public
Concourse.
Refer to SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS23ZZ01 - 06, SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS50ZZ02, SFS-ASP-00-DRLS51ZZ02 and Architectural documentation for MP1 East Car Park layout.

L

53 Public Domain Circulation Strategy
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Security
A combination of bollards, benches and engineered walls form the Hostile Vehicle
Mitigation (HVM) security line on Moore Park Road. On Driver Avenue the abutment
walls, stairs and terraces form the secure line in non event mode. In event mode
Driver Avenue is closed and the secure line sits away from the site boundary.
Gates within the public domain separate the 270 degrees of publicly accessible
concourse and the SCG Plaza, which is only open in event mode.
Refer to SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS63XX50, 51, 57, 58 & S18030_LS-001.

L

54 Public Domain Circulation Strategy
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Irrigation Measures
The public domain has been designed in a way that allows for overland flow and
drainage to fall away from all building interfaces and towards on grade garden
beds where possible. This has been designed to ensure that as much rainwater is
collected and reused on site through this passive method.
To ensure year round health and rigour the design includes an automatic irrigation
system utilising bore water for all garden beds in the precinct. This system is set to
an automatic irrigation controller, which is assisted by rain and moisture sensors,
providing watering to garden beds only when required.
Low to moderate water use species, for both tree and under-story planting, have
been selected to minimise the water requirement for all soft landscape areas.
For further information refer to S18030-TS-001, SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS03XX01, SFSASP-00-DR-LS25ZZ01 - 06, SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS50ZZ03, SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS51ZZ03,
SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS52ZZ03 & SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS53ZZ03.

55 Ecological Sustainability within the Public Domain
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External Public Domain Area Works
Rugby Australia Driveway
Outside the site boundary, works are limited to an upgrade to the existing Rugby
Australia Driveway. The upgrade includes a widening to the vehicle crossover to
accommodate both vehicles in and out, where previously this particular location was
a vehicle out location only. An application for these works was obtained from City of
Sydney and approved 08/09/20 (Permit No. 44231).
Refer to SFS-ASP-00-DR-LS60XX05.

56 Rugby Australia Vehicle Crossover Upgrade
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Appendices
Appendix A - Main Stadium technical drawings
Appendix B - Stadium Fitness Facilities technical drawings
Appendix C - Public Art Plan
Appendix D - Heritage Interpretation Plan
Appendix E - City of Sydney Permit No. 44231
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